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Message from the THEA Chairman and
Executive Director
To Our Stakeholders:
We put together a strategic blueprint to define and advance the Tampa Hillsborough
Expressway Authority’s (THEA) role in improving transportation and mobility options in the
Greater Tampa Bay region.
We are mindful that we are an agency serving the community and as such our actions should
enhance the quality of life for those who live, work and visit our area. THEA reinvests 100% of
our toll revenues back into our community, providing our region with needed transportation
improvements and our drivers with choices in their daily lives. With other agencies as partners,
THEA is working to identify innovative multimodal solutions to address our regional
transportation needs.
Included in our community focus is a dedication to being a leader in implementing innovative
and practical solutions to transportation challenges, as well as fostering local economic
development and regional connectivity, and helping to improve the movement of people and
goods.

Sincerely,

_____________________________
Curtis Stokes
THEA Chairman

____________________________
Joseph Waggoner
THEA Executive Director
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Introduction
Figure 1: THEA Selmon Expressway

Who We Are
The Tampa Hillsborough Expressway Authority
(THEA) was established by statute in 1963 as an
option to bring roadway infrastructure projects
online sooner than with conventional funding.
THEA is governed by seven Board members –
four gubernatorial appointees, the Mayor of the
City of Tampa (or designee), one member of the
Board of County Commissioners of Hillsborough
County, and the Florida Department of
Transportation (FDOT) District Seven Secretary.
As an independent agency of the state, THEA
owns, maintains, and operates four facilities
within Hillsborough County: the Selmon
Expressway, the Brandon Parkway, Meridian
Avenue, and the Selmon Greenway. The Selmon
Expressway is an all-electronic toll roadway,
collecting revenues that are used to improve and
maintain THEA’s assets.
THEA has also spearheaded the Selmon
Greenway, a 1.7 mile multi-use trail under the
Selmon Expressway, connecting to the Tampa
Riverwalk to link the downtown core and larger
regional multi-use trail system.
THEA has led the charge in state-of-the-art
transportation options on a local and national
level. THEA implemented Florida’s first reversible
All-Electric Tolling (AET) lanes, and is the first in
the world to implement Reversible AET lanes.
Building upon innovation, THEA has leveraged its award-winning infrastructure capabilities as a
designated test bed for Autonomous Vehicle Technology (AVT). THEA is maximizing its ability to
reconfigure its reversible lanes to provide real-time traffic testing and closed-course testing on the same
roadway.
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How We Have Changed
THEA continues to drive forward towards expanding mobility options and innovations.
In 2014, the state of Florida passed legislation giving
THEA the ability to offer services in counties contiguous
to Hillsborough County. These projects may include
"roads, bridges, avenues of access, thoroughfares, and
boulevards, and managed lanes and other transit
supporting facilities" and could include a bus toll lanes
concept. Bus toll lanes allows transit to invest in the toll
road and to use a percentage of toll revenue to help pay
for transit operation and maintenance.

Figure 2: THEA Potential Service

Just as THEA has been a strong partner within
Hillsborough County, it is taking the steps necessary to
be a collaborative partner with neighboring counties. In
order to continue to serve our community with the
highest and most efficient service, we are defining our
Strategic Blueprint to map our route into the future.
As a result of the legislative changes, THEA today has the
ability to impact and shape local and regional mobility
like never before.

THEA Potential Service Areas
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The Strategic Blueprint
The Strategic Blueprint defines primary goals and objectives upon which to focus and execute in the
short, mid, and long-term. It is meant to provide guidance and set direction for the agency.
As part of executing this Strategic Blueprint, THEA is focused
on:

Figure 3: The Process

 Identifying staff and developing a structure to carry out
the Strategic Blueprint effectively.
 Providing the necessary resources for strategy-essential
activities.
 Modifying internal policies and procedures, as required,
to implement the Strategic Blueprint goals.
 Providing internal checks and balances for continuous
improvement.


Leveraging the expertise of management, leadership,
and the Board.

Strategic Blueprint Process
The Strategic Blueprint defines the decisions, actions and initiatives necessary to position THEA as a
leader in efficiently providing transportation for the Tampa Bay region. The Blueprint and its strategies
will enable THEA to efficiently utilize its assets, competencies, and unique perspective in providing the
Tampa Bay region with transportation options reflective of a true multi-modal regional transportation
system.
THEA’s Strategic Blueprint is a compilation of input from key internal and external stakeholders including
the THEA managers and staff, the THEA Board, and local and community stakeholders.
The Blueprint serves the following purposes:
 Clearly defines the purpose of the organization and establishes realistic goals and objectives.
 Communicates those goals and objectives to the organization and its stakeholders.
 Ensures the most effective use of the organization’s resources by focusing on key priorities.
 Provides a baseline to measure progress against stated objectives.
 Builds consensus on the direction of the organization.
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The Blueprint is a long-range vision for the
agency that does not commit THEA to costs
for each goal or objective.
Financial
commitment is accomplished through the
implementation plan and the existing THEA
budget and work program.
Initially, a strategic assessment and a series
of workshops with THEA staff, board
members, and key stakeholders were
conducted to identify the strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities, and threats
(SWOT) facing the agency, as well as any
potential roadblocks or gaps that need to be
addressed.

Figure 4: Strategic Blueprint drives Budget and Performance

Strategic
Blueprint

Performance
Feedback into
Blueprint

Objective
Development
& Analysis

Based on the SWOT analysis, THEA is
perceived as a resilient organization with a
well-managed facility and organizational
Implemented
efficiency. There is pride in the organization
Budget
through Work
and in the customer service it provides. The
Process
Programs
financial and operational independence as
well as its governance structure are viewed
as a benefit, and have afforded THEA the ability to be good financial stewards. Internal communications
has both strengths and weaknesses to address. Perceived gaps in project management and construction
and a reliance on contractors and consultants were noted as challenges.
Opportunities exist in advancing mobility by focusing on some potential projects, as well as regional
partnerships. There is momentum and industry growth, as well as potential to leverage real estate
opportunities. Challenges such as general economic conditions and political climate will need to be
considered moving forward, as well as building community and stakeholder support.
The Strategic Blueprint lays out the basics of the agency’s values, mission and vision that was the basis
for choosing the goals and objectives and that will ultimately become the implementation plan.
The THEA Strategic Blueprint is the guide for the next five years, and as a working document, will be
updated regularly. The THEA management team, with support from the THEA Board, is responsible for
ensuring that the Strategic Blueprint is regularly revisited and modified based on sound reasoning and
methodological assessment. The Strategic Blueprint is the responsibility of the Executive Director. The
Executive Director is responsible for spearheading implementation efforts and will take the lead in
updating the Blueprint in concert with those efforts.
Figure 4 shows how the Strategic Blueprint objectives will be integrated into the budget process and
how performance metrics will drive future updates.
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Mission
Our mission is to provide safe, reliable, and financially-sustainable transportation services to the Tampa
Bay region while reinvesting customer-based revenues back into the community.

Vision
Our vision is to lead, partner, and implement safe, economically-sound, and innovative multi-modal
transportation solutions for our Tampa Bay community.

Values


People: With a focus on our customers, we attract, develop, and nurture talent within the
organization and support the diversity of employee skills and strengths.



Safety & Service: We are a collaborative partner and provider of safe, reliable, and financially
sustainable transportation services to our customers and community.



Community Focus: We are committed to ensuring the money and investment earned from
our assets goes back into the communities we serve.



Regional Leadership: We are dedicated to being a leader in advancing mobility in the region
and implementing innovative and practical solutions to transportation challenges.



Efficiency: We are a versatile and agile organization that proactively solves issues, pursues
opportunities, and embraces innovation.



Economic Development: We are committed to supporting economic development in the
Tampa Bay region through our services and products.



Local Resource: We are here to engage partners and stakeholders with our unique
perspective and expertise.
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Performance Metrics to Assess Implementation Effectiveness
THEA intends to evaluate the effectiveness of the implementation of its Strategic Blueprint using the
Florida Transportation Commission (FTC) performance measures.
Figure 5: THEA Summary of Performance Measures, FTC 2013
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Goals and Objectives
The following chart aligns the goals and objectives with strategies for implementation.

Strategic Goals and Objectives
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Goals
1. Build upon Operational and Financial Excellence
2. Position THEA as a Leader in Regional Transportation
3. Strengthen Customer, Community, and Stakeholder Relations
4. Prepare THEA’s Staff and Board for Future Expansion

Goal 1 – Build Upon Operational and Financial Excellence
Operational excellence, in all areas, is at the core of the services that THEA provides. A continued focus
on time savings, convenience, reliability, safety, and fiscal soundness, have provided the THEA with
many accolades, including an International Award for the reversible express lanes and a designation by
USDOT as a Connected Vehicle Test Bed.
This goal highlights THEA’s focus to maintain its efficiency ratings through diligent facilities maintenance,
in-lane operation controls, image processing, leakage prevention, and cash flow protection while
continuing to innovate and pursue new technology for both streamlining internal business processes as
well as improving customer safety. This may include strategies such as identifying methods to maximize
the use of the Selmon Expressway through design, pricing, or by other means.
One of THEA’S greatest strengths is that it is financially independent – it recovers all of its costs through
user fees (rather than federal tax dollars or other levies). It is an independent authority that is managed
and run much like a private sector organization – with a focus on addressing customer needs and
maintaining efficiency in operations and business processes. This goal involves a continuing commitment
to financial stability and independence while proactively exploring additional revenue generation
opportunities.
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Goal 1: Objectives and Strategies to Build
Upon Operational and Financial Excellence

Enhance Operational
Efficiency

Optimize metrics to
support the
efficient operation
of our facilities and
return on
investments
Develop a "Quality
Service Delivery
Process" integrated
with THEA's
operational metrics
Identify leakage
reduction tools
Implement disaster
recovery procedures

Enhance Financial
Strength

Maintain and grow the
confidence of bond
rating agencies

Identify other
revenue streams, look
to attract equity
investments for new
projects, and
leverage
opportunities

Ensure new projects
are financially sound
by using system
modeling, costaccounting, and value
engineering

Pursue State-of-theArt Technology

Identify technology
to streamline
internal business
process

Identify technology
to improve safety

Identify technology
to decrease
operational costs
Identify steps to
optimize roadway
operational
efficiencies
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Advance Current
Work Program

Create plan To
standardize and
track projects
Identify areas
across THEA to
include in Work
Plan

Expand local and
community
business
opportunities to
support THEA
projects
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Goal 2 – Position THEA as a Leader in Regional Transportation
Advancing regional mobility – and working together to plan, optimize, and coordinate transportation – is
a key opportunity for THEA now that it has the authority to work in adjacent counties. This goal involves
not only building and maintaining strategic partnerships and regional relationships in these jurisdictions,
but also identifying new opportunities, and cultivating support at the federal, state, and local level.

Goal 2: Objectives and Strategies to Position
THEA as a Leader in Regional Transportation

Cultivate Local and State
Legislative Presence /
Support
Craft Legislative
Priorities &
Objectives
Identify Federal,
State & Local
Partners
Create Outreach
Plan for Elected
Officials

Build & Maintain
Strategic Partnerships

Identify Sustainable
Transportation Solutions

Develop Stakeholder
Outreach Plan

Expand project delivery
capabilities to pursue new
projects

Identify opportunities
for partnerships with
peer agencies

Identify opportunities to
partner with transit and
cultivate innovative mobility
projects

Cultivate new
relationships to
advance emerging
technologies and
opportunities

Identify project opportunities
within & outside of
Hillsborough County

Coordinate with local
partners and elected
officials on sustainable
mobility solutions
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Goal 3 – Strengthen Customer, Community, and Stakeholder Relations
THEA’s success depends on its ability to deliver excellent services while meaningfully engaging with its
customers. This is more than simply streamlining and improving customer service, but also encompasses
repositioning THEA’s brand so that it is sharp, cohesive, and well-recognized—a household name among
transportation agencies. This will enable THEA to continue to forge connections with existing and new
customers, crafting a dialogue that is results-driven as it addresses customer needs through new work
programs and technology.
Goal 3: Objectives and Strategies to
Strengthen Customer, Community, and
Stakeholder Relations

Strengthen THEA's
Brand
Rebrand THEA to
reflect its business
model and
geographic areas of
work
Create Brand
Ambassadors for
THEA
Streamline All
communication
activities
Develop A Strategic
Communciations Plan
Identify opportunities
for community
projects
Identify opportunities
to showcase facilities

Position THEA as a
Transportation
Subject Matter Expert
Showcase past
innovations
Showcase new
technology & THEA's
role

Increase Opportunities
for Customer
Feedack/Engagement
Strategies
Develop an
Engagement
Strategy

Investigate new
feedback channels

Engage partners to
implement a
demonstration project

Expand customer
base

Develop new ways to
support and showcase
research and
educational partners

Unify &
communicate
procedures for
customer services

Continue to support
state and local agencies
through committee
participation and joint
project development
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Goal 4 – Prepare THEA’s Staff and Board for Future Expansion
THEA’s employees and Board are its most important resources. Attracting, developing, and retaining
talented staff is one of its top priorities.
With the ability to work outside of Hillsborough County, the THEA Board will have a greater say in the
local transportation opportunities, and could possibly be enlarged.
THEA’s goal is to inspire staff, strengthen internal communications, and provide training opportunities.
As a collaborative team, THEA will be able to better overcome any obstacles it faces and better position
the organization to deliver on its goals.
Goal 4: Objectives and Strategies to
Prepare THEA’s Staff and Board for
Future Expansion

Develop Growth Plan

Develop Agency
Evolution Plan

Create an Inclusive
Work Environment

Match current staff
structure against
growth goals

Examine and update
current Board Policies
& Procedures

Develop an Internal
Communications
Program

Identify current and
future workloads

Develop Board
Education Workshop
Series

Develop an Employee
Education Program

Identify options to
include other
counties

Develop Brand
Ambassador Program
for Staff & Board

Create and promote
an inclusive
environment that
attracts, grows,
develops, and
nurtures exceptional
talent

Develop Terms of
Engagement for
other counties
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Development Process
The development process will be an interactive process engaging THEA staff and board. THEA will work
through several critical issues including finances, the work program development, governance, staff
development, and internal and external communications.
The following section outlines a series of facilitated workshops that will put THEA’s strategies and
objectives into action to begin work to achieve its four key goals. The timeline with topics for discussion
for THEA board action is purposeful and will drive the work program. Once projects are approved for
delivery, they will be integrated into the work program. The development process will balance the
financial capabilities with the work program development.

Figure 6: Development Process Timeline
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Figure 7: THEA Goals and Strategies - Delivery

THEA Goals and Strategies - Delivery
Goals, Objectives, and Strategies Matrix | April 2015
OBJECTIVE

STRATEGIES
How are we going to do it…?

In order to accomplish the goal,
we must…

TIME FRAME
On-Going (Daily Operating)
Project Specific (set
timeframe)
Meeting (Single Date)
* - Board Workshop

RESOURCES REQUIRED
Internal - Staff

Consultant*
Support ($)

GOAL I: Build upon Operational and Financial Excellence

1. Enhance Operational
Efficiency

2. Enhance Financial
Strength

3. Pursue State-of-the-Art
Technology

4. Advance Current Work
Program



Optimize Metrics to support the efficient operation of our facilities and return on
investments

On-Going



Develop a "Quality Service Delivery Process" integrated with THEA's operational metrics

On-Going



Identify leakage reduction tools

On-Going



Implement disaster recovery procedures

On-Going



Maintain and grow the confidence of bond rating agencies



Identify other revenue streams, look to attract equity investments for new projects, and
leverage opportunities
Ensure New Projects are Financially Sound by using system modeling, cost-accounting,
and value engineering




Identify technology to streamline internal business process



Identify technology to improve safety



Identify technology to decrease operational costs



Identify steps to optimize roadway operational efficiencies



Create Plan To standardize and track projects



Identify areas across THEA to include in Work Plan



Expand local and community business opportunities to support THEA projects

On-Going *
On-Going *
Project Specific
Project Specific
Project Specific
On-Going
On-Going
Project Specific
On- Going
On- Going

* Parsons Brinckerhoff is an assumed resource to facilitate each strategic effort.

April 24, 2015
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THEA Goals and Strategies - Delivery
Goals, Objectives, and Strategies Matrix | April 2015
OBJECTIVE

STRATEGIES
How are we going to do it…?

In order to accomplish the goal,
we must…

TIME FRAME
On-Going (Daily Operating)
Project Specific (set
timeframe)
Meeting (Single Date)
* - Board Workshop

RESOURCES REQUIRED
Internal - Staff

Consultant*
Support ($)

GOAL 2: Position THEA as a Leader in Regional Transportation
1. Cultivate Legislative
Presence/Support

2. Build and Maintain
Strategic Partnerships

3. Identify Sustainable
Transportation
Solutions



Craft Legislative Priorities & Objectives



Identify Federal, State & Local Partners



Create Outreach Plan for Elected Officials



Develop Stakeholder Outreach Plan



Identify opportunities for partnerships with peer agencies



Cultivate new relationships to advance emerging technologies and opportunities



Expand project delivery capabilities to pursue new projects



Identify opportunities to partner with transit and cultivate innovative mobility projects



Identify project opportunities within & outside of Hillsborough County



Coordinate with local partners and elected officials on sustainable mobility solutions

On-Going *
On-Going *
On-Going *
Project Specific
Project Specific*
On-Going *
Project Specific
On-Going *
Project Specific*
On-Going *

April 24, 2015
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THEA Goals and Strategies - Delivery
TIME FRAME
OBJECTIVE

STRATEGIES
How are we going to do it…?

In order to accomplish the
goal, we must…

On-Going (Daily Operating)
Project Specific (set
timeframe)
Meeting (Single Date)
* - Board Workshop

RESOURCES REQUIRED
Internal - Staff

Consultant*
Support ($)

GOAL 3: Strengthen Customer, Community, and Stakeholder Relations

1. Strengthen THEA’s
Brand

2. Position THEA as a
Transportation Subject
Matter Expert

3. Increase Opportunities
for Customer
Feedback/Engagement
Strategies



Rebrand THEA to reflect its business model and geographic areas of work



Create Brand Ambassadors for THEA



Streamline all communication activities



Develop A Strategic Communications Plan



Identify opportunities for community projects



Identify opportunities to showcase facilities



Showcase past innovations



Showcase new technology & THEA's role



Engage partners to implement a demonstration project



Develop new ways to support and showcase research and educational partners



Continue to support state and local agencies through committee participation and join
project development



Develop an Engagement Strategy



Investigate new feedback channels



Expand customer base



Unify & communicate procedures for customer service

Project Specific*
On-Going*
On-Going*
Project Specific*
On-Going*
On-Going*
Project Specific
On- Going
Project Specific
Project Specific

On-going
On-Going
On-Going
On-Going
On-Going

April 24, 2015
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THEA Goals and Strategies - Delivery
TIME FRAME
OBJECTIVE

STRATEGIES
How are we going to do it…?

In order to accomplish the
goal, we must…

On-Going (Daily Operating)
Project Specific (set
timeframe)
Meeting (Single Date)
* - Board Workshop

RESOURCES REQUIRED
Internal - Staff

Consultant*
Support ($)

GOAL 4: Prepare THEA’s Staff and Board for Future Expansion

1. Develop Growth Plan

2. Develop Board
Evolution Plan

3. Create an Inclusive
Work Environment



Match current staff structure against growth goals



Identify current and future workloads



Create and promote an inclusive environment that attracts, grows, develops, and
nurtures exceptional talent



Examine and update current Board Policies & Procedures



Develop Board Education Workshop Series



Identify options to include other counties



Develop Terms Of Engagement for other counties



Develop an Internal Communications Program



Develop an Employee Education Program



Develop Brand Ambassador Program for Staff & Board

Project Specific
On- Going
On- Going
On-Going *
On-Going
On-Going *
On-Going*
On- Going
On- Going
On- Going
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